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2017 Manitoba Canola Snapshot  

• Cool, dry start, infrequent/late rains
• Yields were above average
• Canola quality good 
• Main disease was sclerotinia

– Followed closely by blackleg
• Widespread adoption of straight cutting
• Some storage issues



Fall 2016 - % WHC (0-30cm)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That quantity of moisture fully saturated the top 30 cm of soil in the vast majority of the province – this as a part of the saving grace of many crops in 2017



• Growing season view 
doesn’t tell whole 
story

• Very dry until 3rd

week May
• Late May to 

November - frequent 
rains and high 
humidity throughout 
rest of season

• Also a number of 
tornados and high 
wind events cause 
damage

May 1 – October 31, 2016
Source: MB Ag Weather Program

Source: MB Ag Weather 
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SLIDE CLICK 2016/2017



Growing 
Season

• Wet fields in spring
– Spring tillage to dry out, 

poor seedbed in places
– Cool conditions contributed 

to early season stresses
• Not enough/irregularly 

distributed rainfall
– Contributed to strong root 

development
• Regional insect pressures

– Bertha armyworm
– diamondback moth larvae
– cutworm

• Relatively smooth harvest
• Good yieldsSource: MB Ag Weather 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wet fields last fall contributed to larger acres of easily managed crops (esp. soybean)Lack of regular rainfall prevented huge yields, but still very acceptable yields given the moisture we hadNo major issues of concern in canola crops.Fields in insect-affected areas should have been scouted, often the pest pressure dropped off rapidly and spraying wasn’t always economicalFarmers did notice that straight-cut canola varieties did take longer to mature in the field, if they were intent on harvesting, some went ahead and swathed as per the normal practice.  Others planned ahead to leave standing or use a harvest aid to help with drydown.  Comments of dryer than average seed.



2017 Canola Performance
• Canola average to above average yields – MB Average expected at 42.1 bu/acre¹
• Disease pressure was overall lower than 2016, most notably for Blackleg²
• Canola quality good – low green and dockage, fewer heating issues than last year

– Overall oil content in seed from MB is higher than average

• Straight cut varieties have rising demand – expecting top two canola hybrids to have the same 
percentage share of market in 2018, one normal swath, one a straight cut variety

• Markets are performing well, stable prices and good returns

1. Statistics Canada “Estimated areas, yield, production […] of principle field crops. CANSIM Table 001-0017

2. Canadian Phytopathological Society, 2017 Canadian Plant Disease Survey. (Abbottsford, 2017), 183. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
High yielding crop in most parts of the province – 10 year average from MASC is 36 bu/acre.  Record is 43.Market is expected that the top two hybrids in 2018 will be L252 and L233P, with major gains being made by L233PNot all canola that is a pod-shatter hybrid is expected to be straight cut, but that number is rising quickly, especially given the success of straight cutting dry canola this year



Canola Acres & Yields (2012-2017)

Source: Statistics Canada “Estimated areas, yield, production […] of principle field crops. CANSIM Table 001-0017

Source: MASC Seeded Acreage Report

5 year Avg. ACRES = 3.15 million,  YIELDS = 39.8 bu/ac
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
2012-2016 Yield Average = 37, Acreage = 3.25 million, 2010 Est. Yield = 37 bu/ac2012 – lots of acres unseeded in 2011 put into canola.  2012 was very dry all season long in MB and canola suffered 



Variety Comparison

2016
Variety Area Share

L252 31.1%
L140P 16.4%
5440 6.2%
L130 5.2%
1012 RR 3.7%
74-44 BL 3.2%
46H75 2.5%
45H33 2.4%
2020 CL 2.3%
L156H 2.3%

2017
Variety Area Share
L252 25.1%
L140P 17.5%
L233P 10.0%         1.9 M
L230 4.9%
5440 3.7%
74-44 BL 3.2%
1022 RR 3.1%
75-65 RR 2.7%
46H75 2.3%
1012 RR 2.2%

Based on 
3,173,535 

Acres Reported

Based on 
3,108,464 

Acres Reported

Source: MASC 2016 & 2017 Seeded Acreage Report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall canola acres were down 2.1% or 65,000 acres.Invigor held 61.2% of the market, consistent year over year.  Top 5 hybrids were seeded on 1.9 million acres, nearly 2/3 of Manitoba.  Of that, 850,000 acres had the pod shatter trait, with the potential of being straight cut.  Estimations vary, but the going talk is that 20% of Manitoba canola is straight cut, with the number expected to rise.Many have observed that number seems low – this may be only a regional observation rather than the province as a whole.Glyphosate-tolerant canola gained over Clearfield in 2017, likely due to strong marketing campaigns.  Up to 350,000 acres from 295,000 acres in 2016.



Disease Survey Results - Sclerotinia
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prevalence is down in nearly all diseases, and % incidence levels remain about the same, at 5% in blackleg and 7% in sclerotinia.]Sclerotinia at 73% prevalence (94% in 2016)



Disease Survey Results - Blackleg
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Blackleg incidence was down throughout the province as a whole, environmental conditions played a huge part in that.  Overall prevalence was still higher, likely due to increased inoculum load from a high prevalence and incidence of the disease last year.Blackleg at 52% prevalence (73% in 2016)



Clubroot map• 10 fields with symptoms
• 6 fields with spore concentration >10,000
• Median spore concentration = 2,140/gram soil

• Early Detection, Rapid Response
• Farmers and agronomists now pulling plants  

and self-submitting soil samples for testing to 
make future management decisions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two new fields found with clubroot symptoms showing, however they were already in the known higher risk RM’s of Swan River and Pembina/Louise region.Manitoba does not treat clubroot as a regulated pest, the aim is to encourage early detection and develop a management strategy rather than penalize it. 



2017 
Fall Soil 
Moisture

Courtesy of Marla 
Riekman – Manitoba 
Agriculture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you can see the total soil moisture in the top 4’ at freeze up.  Much different picture than last year at this time.



2017 Fall 
% WHC

Courtesy of Marla 
Riekman – Manitoba 
Agriculture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And if you show soil moisture as a percentage of the soil’s total capacity, the picture looks different still.  Last year virtually the whole map as dark green, now there are widespread areas with drier soils, and some pockets severely dry. This will likely limit spring tillage as much as possible, which may mean growers will anticipate seeding crops that can handle fertilizer in seedrow better, to eliminate a second pass and/or tillage.



All the Best in 2017!

Dane Froese

Industry Development Specialist - Oilseeds
Manitoba Agriculture

204-750-2840
Dane.Froese@gov.mb.ca

@dane_froese
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